
Flush doors
Facade & Garage doors



Flush garage doors by BeluTec
Unique, exclusive and invisible

Garage doors, that are invisible from the outside do have a high claim for integration in the facade. 
The flush garage doors by BeluTec provide the best freedom for the planning.
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Consulting, planning & installation - complete service from one source!

You receive our flush gates in your individual design. 
 
Choose between different types of cladding such as aluminum cassettes, flat sheet or slat design. 
There are also no limits to the color scheme - whether powder coating in RAL colors or special custom shades. 
 
Of course, we can also work with on-site cladding with individual weights and dimensions during the planning stage.  

Flush Sectionaldoor covered with aluminum composite
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Covering is mounted invisible

Side-Sectionaldoor, view from the inside

3   Flush Garage door, 7,7 meter covered with aluminium



Flush-fitting doors with wooden covering
individually, exactly to your wishes

• maximum design and design freedom

• integrated ventilation function

• flush installation in the facade with individually realizable surface requirements

• high-quality frame-rung substructure

• individual covering allows complete integration into the facade

Architectural house, flush door with wooden covering

4  Homogeneous facade in closed condition Invisible wood covering without visible screwing of the individual slats



The facade-flush and flush-fitting doors from BeluTec allow absolute freedom in the indivi-

dual design of your garage door. Whether wood, aluminum cassettes or Trespa - your ima-

gination knows no bounds.

As you can see in the pictures, the covering can be mounted invisibly from the outside, so 

that no screws or similar are visible. The facade cladding with wood is currently in great 

demand. Our frame rungs substructures can be clad with any conceivable wood, so your 

creativity can be running. 

BeluTec offers you the opportunity to have your flush-mounted garage door, as well as the 

rest of the facade, be covered on-site by your facade builder. The pictures of our projects 

shown here show how beautifully the garage door can be integrated into the facade. When 

closed, the door in the facade can only be guessed at and does not disrupt the uniform 

design.

We are happy to plan individually with you your new garage door. We set no limits to your 

imagination and gladly implement extraordinary and exclusive wishes!
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Your advantages with BeluTec doors
Standard or individual 

LARGE GATES
Over 10m width and particularly high planking weight as with glass 

COMPLETE PERFOMANCE
From consulting and planning to realization and maintainance everything from one source

ENERGY SAVING POTENTIAL
Thermal insulation due to special profiles and insulating fillings

Flush garagedoor for two cars covered with wood of larch tree

100% MADE IN GERMANY

QUIET DOOR OPERATION
Never the less very high opening speed

OPTIMAL USE OF SPACE
Maximum clearance height and width

VENTILATE SPACE WITHOUT OPENING THE GATE
Top section tilts automatically



Architectural house, aluminum frame rungs construction with Trespa planked

Sectional doors in various designs
For industrial or private buildings

Sectional doors are suitable for both private buildings and industrial buildings. Due to the 

different possibilities of the covering, these doors can be adapted to almost any facade. 

Through flush mounting, these doors can also merge completely with the facade. Various 

installation variants of our sectional doors allow use even with a small side space or fall.

Above is a Side-Sectionaldoor shown, which stands out already by the lateral opening me-

chanism of other goals. The surface is kept smooth in lamello.

In the project, which is shown below, BeluTec supplied an approx. 5000 x 2200 mm large 

sectional sectional door. The door consists of an aluminum frame rungs construction with 

foamed steel sandwich panels. The door leaf is divided into three sections in width and four 

sections in height. It was prepared for the inclusion of an on-site planking of 10 mm Trespa 

and 20 mm lathing. The top section of the flush sectional sectional door was designed as a 

tilting wing for ventilation.

Side-Sectionaldoor private house, smooth panels

Homogeneous facade in closed condition

Door leaf visually adapted to the rest of the design

Homogeneous facade in closed condition

Door leaf visually adapted to the rest of the design
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You can get our flush-mounted doors with different drives.

For special needs we offer the MKA (multi-comfort drive). This is characterized by the safety 

aspect of the emergency hand chain for possible power outages and the closing edge safety 

device. The drive rail is made of aluminum and equipped with a noiseless and maintenan-

ce-free toothed belt.

Furthermore, the carriage has quadruple ball bearing and polyamide sheathed rollers, 

which support a very quiet running. With the MKA you get a frequency converter including 

safety and radio package. This includes both a light barrier, as well as a closing edge security 

whereby a maximum clearance height can be achieved.

For maximum flexibility, the drive head can be mounted on different sides and positions.

Flush standard doors and individual 
planning for you

Multi-Comfort-Drive
The drive for the special needs!
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 SAB Leipzig, flush side sectional door covered with pilaster strips 7  



Horizontal folding door made of glass with ZIP

Private house Bissingen, lattice frame construction covered with aluminum composite

Flush door for covering on-site Integrated ventilation with the closed door


